Mirrors

Magna Mirrors is a leading full system supplier for innovative vision systems to the global automotive industry. Mirrors have increasingly become prime real estate for increased feature integration. Electronics have enabled mirrors to transform into vision systems which offer increased safety features and allow for unique styling.

Customer Base


For our full range of products and capabilities visit: magna.com

INTERIOR MIRRORS
EXTERIOR MIRRORS
ACTUATORS
DOOR HANDLES
Mirrors

Capabilities

Interior Mirrors
- Auto Dimming Glass
- Framed & Frameless Glass
- Telematics, Compass, Temperature
- Rear Vision Video
- Garage Door Opener
- Electronic Toll Collection

Exterior Mirrors
- Auto Dimming Glass
- Framed & Frameless Glass
- Integrated Camera’s & Sensors
- Blindzone Detection
- Power Folding & Extending
- Reverse & Forward Spotlight Lighting
- Ground Illumination & Projection Lighting

Actuators
- Mirror
- HVAC
- Active Grille Shutter
- Bend Lighting

Door Handles
- Exterior & Interior
- Pocket & Ground Illumination
- Projection Logo Lighting
- Electronic Handles

Innovations

CLEARVIEW™ Outside Mirror
An outside mirror that integrates a camera into a traditional mirror which is regulatory compliant. Featuring a larger field of view, intuitive dynamic overlays and reduced drag, the system displays a live feed from the camera on a screen integrated on the A-pillar.

CLEARVIEW™ Inside Mirror
An inside mirror that allows you to switch between a traditional reflective mirror and a full screen video display showing an unobstructed view from a rear-mounted camera. Features customizable user preferences as well as capacitive touch buttons with opportunity for branding.

INFINITY™ Inside Mirror
The PACE award winning INFINITY™ inside mirror is frameless with a polished edge that radically improves the styling of an inside mirror. Available in prismatic and EC, Magna was first to market with this technology.

4-Link Trailer Tow Outside Mirror
A trailer tow outside mirror that utilizes a unique 4-bar link mechanism to electrically or manually extend and retract the mirror head.

INTELLIGENTDIMMING™
Revolutionary auto dimming solution that utilizes rear vision camera as ambient and glare light sensor removing electronics from inside mirror. System solution provides unprecedented increase in performance and enables independent auto dimming of interior and exterior mirror.